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Sailor moon proplica wand

Tamashii Nations is pleased to announce all new brands of high quality goods: PROPLICA. A fusion of the words Prop and Replica, this new category has been garnered from Bandai's decades of role-play category know-how, and employs state-of-the-art manufacturing technology to make realistic props replicas of
even the most demanding collectors. The first item in this series will be a faithful 1:1 scale replica of the iconic Moon Stick from Sailor Moon. This elegant replica measures just over 10, and offers accurate views with colorful details and light-up tricks. Sound effects and vocal recordings (featuring Sailor Moon's original
Japanese voice actress, Kotono Mitsuishi!) have also been used to further add to the realism of the Moon Stick, with the attachment and removal of silver crystal activating new lines and effects! An excellent display stand is also included for performing this masterpiece. Be the hero for which you were born and receive
the gratitude of the Moon Kingdom. Requires three LR44 coin-cell batteries (sold separately). 10 inch (25.40) 1/1 scaleMade of plasticSound effects and vocal recordings Excellent display rackRequires three LR44 Button batteries (sold separately) Sailor Moon Proplica Moon Stick General Safety Warning: Products sold
by BBTS can be designed for adult collectors. Products may contain sharp points, small parts, choking hazards and other elements not suitable for children under 16 years of age. Page 2Searching through memorabilia – whether antique toys, trading cards or militaria – can bring treasure hunters in all of us. eBay
collectible shop is a place to find collectibles for sale in any category imaginable, from Hello Kitty and Harry Potter to military surplus supplies. And if you're looking to sell collectibles, you can do it here as well. Historical collector's shopSome collectors' items have significant historical value for collectors. Items from World
War II, for example, remain popular among those interested in buying a piece of history. You can also view World War I memorabilia from vintage uniforms to medals to capture a moment even further back in time. Ad-World Memorabilia The world of advertising is rich in the history of collectible memorabilia. Of course,
there are Coca-Cola collectibles, but they're not just soda advertising collectible baskets around. Scan through eBay's advertising memorabilia section from gas and oil memorabilia to nostalgia from the technology industry to get an idea of the huge amount of what's available among eBay's collectibles stores. Cards,
cards and other cardsTrading cards are some of the oldest collectibles in the modern world, not baseball cards. But baseball cards are just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to trading cards. All kinds of sports cards have significant value, as well as more modern trading cards like Pokemon and Yugi-Oh. Similarly,
collectible cards from sci-fi blockbusters Star Wars and Star Trek are fan favorites. Everything else in the world of memorabiliaPrime these more frequent collectibles, eBay has a seemingly endless category when it comes to unique and sometimes valuable collectibles. From calligraphy tools to rare and unique pocket
knives, various special tools and objects cover any profession or hobby. Road signs are fun collectibles, and can have value for the right eye. And don't forget Disneyana (something that deals with Mickey's hot world) and his endless tour of Disney Trading Pins to complete his favorite character sets. Scan the current
collectibles section (since 1968) to find the latest Disney items you want to add to your collection. If you prefer more modern playthings, stock up on Funko Pop and Pokemon collectibles. Javascript is turned off in your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or upgrade to a JavaScript-enabled browser.
Next Sailor Moon PROPLICA is sailor chibimoon pink moon stick! The wand uses a multi-colourED LED that shines brightly. The heart center is illuminated by a gradually expanding heart to restore the appearance of a Pink Chibimoon sugar heart attack. This PROPLICA has a high quality look with metallic gold and pink
color, and the rod part is finished with pearl color in gloss. Measures 27 cm long. The wand contains new voice recordings of Kae Araki, who voiced Chibius in the original 90's anime. In addition to voice recordings, there are also new sound effects and background music built in. Requires 3 LR44 batteries sold
separately. A stand is also included. The stand is equipped with prism heart compact and Luna-P. The retail price is 9720 yen and is scheduled for release in October 2017. You can pre-approve on Premium Bandai using a service representative or any of the international preorder links below. PREORDER LINKS
Amazon (USA): $99.99 Entertainment Earth: $94.99 CDJapan: 11664 yen Watch a short preview video of it here: TweetFollow @smcollectibles Click on 'Sign Up', 'Facebook' or 'Google' to agree to the Wish Terms of Use. Read the privacy policy. This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and is subject to Google's Privacy
Policy and Terms of Service. By clicking Sign in, Facebook, or Google, you agree to the Terms of Use. Read the privacy policy. This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and is subject to Google's Privacy Policy and Terms of Service. Use.
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